
00:13:07 Merriman Market Analyst: Thank you MJ We are grateful too! 

00:18:03 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Any update on FAR providing the dates in excel like form on the 

critical dates that correspond to the percentages in the tables? 

00:23:44 MJ W: Would it be feasible to filter by date ranges for the filtered waves? This would 

likely involve Carlos writing some code, I'd imagine. I think this is a slightly different request than 

Danica's. 

00:30:11 Merriman Market Analyst: Not sure MJ how this would iffer from Danica's question 

in terms of a printout or table. It seems that Danica's request would fit this request as well, no? 

00:32:38 Ibrahim Koné: Yes Faire - Do 

00:35:50 Matthieu Kaiser: do you mean Saturn? 

00:36:02 Matthieu Kaiser: you said the Moon 

00:36:17 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks 

00:37:03 Matthieu Kaiser: :-) 

00:37:11 adam childs: :-) 

00:37:26 Matthieu Kaiser: do you intend to go over quizzes? 

00:56:35 Ibrahim Koné: Thank you this is really a super work! You had F3? - 43 on your first daily 

chart what does it represent? You are right the platform alerting feature is super useful I often use it to 

let me know when price are entering a range. 

00:56:51 Eleonore Charrez: Impressive, many thanks for sharing !!! 

00:57:05 adam childs: that was great thank you 

00:57:08 Ali Alvarado Atias: Great Presentation Pouyan! 

00:57:17 lian handaja: Thank you so much, Pouyan. Great presentation. How do you set up the 

filtered wave in Trading View? 

00:57:19 Matthieu Kaiser: Brilliant, Pouyan 

00:57:32 Rita Perea: Fabulous! Thank you, Pouyan! 

00:57:33 Dian Brown: How exciting!!  Thanks for sharing !!!  I also appreciated the Facebook 

posts!! 

00:57:37 MJ W: now moon in gemini and crest sig & BRD thru Mon, 

00:58:50 Matthieu Kaiser: @Ilian there's a function called zig zag which draws these lines 

00:58:56 MJ W: and Monday moon into cancer reversal day and BRD but either way--how does 

that play into trade plan please? 

00:59:24 lian handaja: Thanks, Matthieu. 



00:59:26 Matthieu Kaiser: the trick is % are Always computed with the starting point as 

denominator, not the low 

00:59:32 Matthieu Kaiser: when necessary 

01:00:15 Matthieu Kaiser: so they are not "filtered waves" Matching MMA definition 

01:00:50 Wyatt Fellows: major cycle high ray? 

01:02:20 Matthieu Kaiser: we have a 3* CRD on 26/10, haven't we? 

01:02:24 Ibrahim Koné: @Pouyan - You had a note F3? - 43 on your first daily chart what does it 

represent? 

01:03:28 Danica Cordell-Reeh: How would stock chart vary from meta stock. As a chart 

01:03:46 Merriman Market Analyst: sometimes the closing prices differ 

01:08:01 Daniel Ineichen:Ray would you short that low 1900 in this case too? 

01:08:09 Daniel Ineichen:(after confirmation) 

01:09:04 Matthieu Kaiser: the criterion for gold here is real rates, not nominal rates, so it 

dépends on both these and inflation... 

01:09:56 Ibrahim Koné: You mean if we don’t get above 1960 before mid-Nov / Dec you would 

turn bearish or regardless? 

01:09:58 Eleonore Charrez: So you Don't expect gold to go back to its high of close to 2100 ? 

01:10:57 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: @ Ibrahim F3 was the potential intermediate 37 week cycle. 

01:11:50 Wyatt Fellows: you will be getting late in golds primary as well late nov/early dec... 

01:12:10 lian handaja: For ST, I understand we can use alert, but would you recommend to sit 

for a couple hours in front of the computer to look at price movement? 

01:12:13 Eleonore Charrez: yees, thanks, Ray just answered the Q. thanks 

01:13:10 Hui Fang Boo: Since gold is bearish, that will affect silver as well ? 

01:13:37 Ibrahim Koné: I would I guess you have similar target in Silver could you share analysis 

on a Silver chart? 

01:13:39 Matthieu Kaiser: we've got an awful new moon opposed Uranus and square 

Saturn on 4/11 - then Moon-Saturn in exact square with Mercury-Mars on 10/11 - this supports the view 

safe assets could be in demand during this period... 

01:15:35 Hui Fang Boo: For trading view the alert will appear in your mobile app as well 

01:20:22 Danica Cordell-Reeh: How does the US Pluto return which happens 2022 impact 



01:23:42 Merriman Market Analyst: That's very good question and leads to a huge 

explanation and discussion. Threat of a Civil War? Or Succession of a state or two? Impeachment> Could 

be a number of dramatic events and decisions 

01:24:31 MJ W: what size tick chart? 

01:24:51 MJ W: I like 2000 

01:27:38 Dian Brown: I will be staying!!  Thank you 

01:49:55 Matthieu Kaiser: i may have missed something: on 30- and 60-mn charts, what 

length of moving averages do you use? 

01:51:39 Matthieu Kaiser: so 15- and 40-bar moving averages? 

01:51:45 Merriman Market Analyst: 45 

01:51:48 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks 

01:52:02 Daniel Ineichen:what stochastic oscillators do you use again? was this the slow 

stochastics? (14 / 5 / 5) 

01:59:15 Matthieu Kaiser: for the initial stop loss: have you got a rule to define its level 

relative to the HOD/LOD? 

01:59:47 Matthieu Kaiser: ok 

02:00:06 MJ W: Do you anticipate the forth-coming ETF newsletter being a monthly or a weekly? 

02:00:11 Matthieu Kaiser: many thanks for repeating this one! 

02:00:18 Din Uppal: Ray mentioned there is strong possibility of a pull back from Dec 24th 

2021 - March 2022. What is the best instrument to use during this time (e.g. short the indexes, Bitcoin 

or Commodities). 

02:00:46 Eleonore Charrez: Many thanks for having run Lesson 11 again, because I had 

missed it last Week !!! Very much appreciated !!! 

02:00:53 lian handaja: Mercury retro, Gianni. 

02:01:02 Ibrahim Koné: Team work Gianni thank you for doing this ! 

02:01:20 Ali Alvarado Atias: Gianni was lesson 12already covered? I might have missed it.... 

02:01:42 Eleonore Charrez: SQQQ is short nasdaq 

02:01:55 Eleonore Charrez: short Nasdaq etf 

02:02:43 Ibrahim Koné: Could you share you view on BTC & ETH are we are getting close to 

seasonal high and potential 4y crest time band? 

02:02:45 Din Uppal: Thank you! 

02:02:46 Merriman Market Analyst: yes Ali we covered lesson 12 in first part of class 



02:02:50 Eleonore Charrez: could yourepeat the dow  please ? 

02:03:02 Matthieu Kaiser: SDOW 

02:04:26 Wyatt Fellows: isn't bitcoin a candidate for Uranus in Taurus market blow off by Uranus 

15 degree Taurus? 

02:05:10 adam childs: Saturn transits bitcoins natal north node around the 7-9 December does 

that coincide with any cycles or geocosmics 

02:05:21 Wyatt Fellows: would be by may 2022 I believe 

02:06:23 Matthieu Kaiser: @Adam Neptune turns direct on Dec 1 

02:06:50 adam childs: Ok that is interesting 

02:08:22 Matthieu Kaiser: Mars square Jupiter on Dec 7 

02:09:04 Matthieu Kaiser: and Saturn square Uranus is not too far 

02:13:23 Matthieu Kaiser: You could call it a smile ;-) 

02:14:18 Eleonore Charrez: Smiles are option volatility représentations :) 

02:16:51 Matthieu Kaiser: i know ;-) 

02:17:16 Matthieu Kaiser: isn't bitcoin some kind of put option on fiat currencies?... ;-) 

02:17:30 MJ W: thanks Eleonore, news to me 

02:18:24 Eleonore Charrez: intersting point Matthieu !!! Thanks !!! 

02:19:49 Matthieu Kaiser: Isn't dollar bullish until the Fed changes its mind on tapering?... 

;-) 

02:19:59 Ibrahim Koné: Can you also comment on Crude as we are questioning Gold and Silver 

in relation to inflation. It looks very strong and getting close to potential HPT range? 

02:20:49 Rita Perea: Random question- Gianni, sometimes you turn to look at your 

Astrological Calendar.  What is your favorite Astrological calendar to use?  Thanks! 

02:21:26 Matthieu Kaiser: very true 

02:22:03 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Should the staking of cryptos change the holding versus trading 

them 

02:22:09 Ibrahim Koné: Yes Half Primary Top 

02:23:20 Eleonore Charrez: how do you write this ? lo.. ?? 

02:23:33 Eleonore Charrez: Ahh… thanks !! perfect ! 

02:23:34 Ibrahim Koné: Could you put the name of the calendar in the chat pls 

02:23:53 Daniel Ineichen:staking them for yield / interest 



02:24:17 MJ W: LLewellyn's calendar 

02:24:36 Eleonore Charrez: thanks ! 

02:24:51 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: thank you guys 

02:25:06 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks a LOT for all this, Ray and Gianni 

02:25:07 Ali Alvarado Atias: Thanks All, excellent 1st year!! 

02:25:18 MJ W: Thanks so much for everything! 

02:25:20 Matthieu Kaiser: this has been quite a Journey! 

02:25:26 adam childs: Thank you it has be great 

02:25:30 Abhishek Singh: Thank you Gianni & Ray 

02:25:34 Yating Hu: Thank you Ray and Gianni! 

02:25:35 Dian Brown: Thanks so much!! 

02:25:36 adam childs: when is the test 

02:25:39 Ibrahim Koné: Thank you very much  for your work and thank you to everyone for 

questions and sharing 

02:25:40 lian handaja: Thank you, Gianni and Ray. 

02:25:40 Din Uppal: Thank you so much! 

02:25:44 shanna forlano: Thank you both 

02:25:52 Rita Perea: Thank you for all of your excellent work everyone! 

02:25:53 Hui Fang Boo: Thank you! It has been a great learning journey over the past yr 

02:25:59 Eleonore Charrez: once a Week is absolutely great !!!! Many thanks !!! incredibly 

interesting… learned a lot - although sometimes I feel awfully lost :) :( 

02:26:29 MJ W: Be active in the FB group 

02:26:40 Eleonore Charrez: Thanks !!! 


